While antiretroviral therapy (ART) can reduce HIV-1 to undetectable levels, the virus generally reappears if treatment is stopped. Resurgence of the virus is due to the reactivation of T cells harboring latent integrated provirus, and recent studies indicate that proliferation of these latently infected cells helps maintain the HIV-1 reservoir. In this issue of the *JCI*, Lee et al. evaluated CD4+ T cell subsets to determine whether certain populations are more likely to harbor full-length, replication-competent provirus. The authors identified an enrichment of clonally expanded Th1 cells containing intact HIV-1 proviruses, suggesting that this polarized subset contributes to the persistence of the reservoir. Strategies to target these provirus-harboring cells need to be considered for future therapies aimed toward HIV-1 cure.
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Targeting the latent HIV-1 reservoir: challenge for a cure

Despite the efficacy of antiretroviral therapy (ART) in suppressing HIV-1 replication, there is still no cure for HIV-1 infection due to the presence of a latent reservoir for the virus (1). This latent reservoir consists mainly of resting memory CD4+ T cells harboring integrated HIV-1 proviruses. The reservoir has an extremely slow decay rate such that viral eradication by ART alone is not possible (1). Recent studies have shown that one of the major mechanisms of reservoir persistence is the clonal expansion of these latently infected cells. Initial evidence for this route of persistence came from the independent detection of multiple proviruses with exactly the same viral sequence or integration site within host cells (2–6). Full genome sequencing studies have established that most proviruses present in resting CD4+ T cells are defective (6–8), and thus many of these proviruses are unlikely part of the latent reservoir. Nevertheless, recent work from several groups has demonstrated that cells carrying replication-competent proviruses can also clonally expand in vivo (9–12). The proliferation of cells carrying intact, replication-competent proviruses is a troubling finding that helps explain the stability of the HIV-1 reservoir and raises concerns about the feasibility of eradication.

Growing evidence for clonal expansion

Clonal expansion is a basic aspect of normal T cell biology. Antigen-driven proliferation and cytokine-driven homeostatic proliferation are well established as mechanisms by which T cell populations expand (13). However, it has been less clear whether or not infected CD4+ T cells can proliferate, especially as productively infected cells have a very short in vivo half-life (14, 15). Early evidence for clonal expansion of HIV-1–infected cells came from studies of residual viremia, the trace level of free virus detectable in the plasma of treated patients with special methods. Despite the extensive viral sequence diversification that occurs over time in untreated patients, the residual viremia observed once patients start a suppressive ART regimen is often surprisingly oligoclonal, suggesting that it is produced by expanded cellular clones carrying exactly the same proviruses (16, 17). However, an alternative explanation for viral sequence identity is that multiple cells are infected by a single dominant viral variant. Definitive proof that clonal expansion of infected cells has occurred can be obtained by demonstrating that these cells carry the same proviral sequence integrated at the same exact position in the human genome. After the development of next-generation sequencing technologies that allowed for efficient integration site sequencing, several groups reported the detection of expanded clones based on the presence of identical integration sites (3–5); however, integration site analysis captures only the very end of the viral genome. Given that the majority of proviruses are defective, these studies establish the clonal expansion of infected cells but do not necessarily identify those carrying intact viral genomes. One interesting concept to come out of these studies was the idea that proviral integration into particular host genes might alter expression of those genes in a way that promotes cell proliferation and/or survival (2, 3).

Recently, several groups have provided evidence for the clonal expansion of cells carrying replication-competent proviruses (9–12). Simonetti and colleagues identified an integration site associated with a single, dominant CD4+ T cell clone carrying a replication-competent provirus in an HIV-1–infected patient with squamous cell carcinoma (9). Interestingly, the clonally expanded T cells were found at sites of the disseminated malignancy in this patient, raising the possibility of antigen-driven expansion. In addition, three groups recently showed that multiple CD4+ T cells carrying identical, replication-competent proviruses are often present in a single blood sample from treated patients (10–12). In all three studies, the fraction of viral isolates that had sequence exactly matching another independent isolate from the same sample was over 50%. With additional sampling, it is likely that
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The role of proliferation in persistence of the reservoir

The normal decay of cells in the latent reservoir may be balanced by proliferation of cells with latent provirus, thus resulting in the long observed half-life of the reservoir (19, 20). However, the dynamics of various subpopulations of CD4+ T cells in the context of HIV-1 infection are not well understood, and most studies are limited to peripheral blood samples. More studies from being induced upon cellular activation. The fact that cells carrying replication-competent proviruses can multiply while evading immune recognition presents a major challenge to current cure strategies and attempts to eradicate the latent reservoir. 
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on the proliferation of various populations of infected cells in tissue compartments would be beneficial in determining the natural dynamics of the latent reservoir. Latent proviruses are present in various CD4⁺ T cells subsets (13, 21, 22). For example, previous studies from Lichterfeld and colleagues have described the presence of proviral DNA in a small, long-lived population of CD4⁺ memory T cells with stem cell properties (21). In this issue of the JCI, Lee et al. apply a full genome sequencing approach to evaluate functional subsets of CD4⁺ T cells (23). Cells were sorted based on the production of signature, subset-defining cytokines, and cellular DNA was subjected to full genome sequencing of the proviruses present. Consistent with previous studies, Lee et al. found that the vast majority of proviruses are defective. They also determined that independent sequences that were identical to other sequences from the same patient constitute over half of all intact sequences detected, consistent with previous studies of replication-competent isolates (23). Importantly, Lee et al. report that there is an enrichment of clonally expanded intact proviruses in functionally polarized Th1 cells (23), as depicted in Figure 1, adding to Lichterfeld and colleagues’ previous findings of enriched integration in Th1 cells (22). While clonal expansion of cells harboring defective proviruses was also observed, intact proviruses were enriched in circulating Th1-polarized cells. Lee and colleagues propose that the virus may exploit the relatively high proliferation rate of Th1 cells to propagate via the division of infected host cells (23). It would be of interest to compare the proliferation and dynamics of infected and uninfected Th1 cells to further assess the role of proliferation of specific functional subsets in viral persistence. If the reservoir is largely maintained by natural host physiological mechanisms, it may be difficult to develop cure strategies that block proliferation without affecting normal T cell homeostasis.

Concluding remarks
Overall, the study by Lee et al. adds to the growing consensus that persistence of the latent reservoir of HIV-1 may be due in large part to the clonal expansion of cells harboring intact, replication-competent virus. Both homeostatic, cytokine-driven proliferation and antigen-stimulated proliferation may contribute to viral persistence, and both forms of proliferation have been shown to occur without reactivation of latent proviruses (12, 24). In either case, it may be difficult to block proliferation and reduce the size of the latent reservoir without creating negative consequences for patients. Here, methods to selectively block proliferation may be key. A growing number of studies and several clinical trials are evaluating immunosuppressive agents that may block proliferation and decrease the number of cells carrying potentially infectious proviruses. Recent clinical studies involve immunosuppressants such as tacrolimus or sirolimus that are usually administered in the setting of organ transplantation. There is evidence for decreased levels of HIV-1 DNA in patients treated with some immunosuppressants (25). Further investigation of the direct effects of immunosuppressants on the reservoir are needed to determine whether blocking proliferation might be a possible adjunct strategy in the search for a cure.
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